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State-of-the-art systems for semantic image segmenta-

tion use feed-forward pipelines with fixed computational

costs. Building an image segmentation system that works

across a range of computational budgets is challenging and

time-intensive as new architectures must be designed and

trained for every computational setting. To address this

problem we develop a recurrent neural network that suc-

cessively improves prediction quality with each iteration.

Importantly, the RNN may be deployed across a range of

computational budgets by merely running the model for a

variable number of iterations. We find that this architec-

ture is uniquely suited for efficiently segmenting videos. By

exploiting the segmentation of past frames, the RNN can

perform video segmentation at similar quality but reduced

computational cost compared to state-of-the-art image seg-

mentation methods. When applied to static images in the

PASCAL VOC 2012 and Cityscapes segmentation datasets,

the RNN traces out a speed-accuracy curve that saturates

near the performance of state-of-the-art segmentation meth-

ods.

1. Introduction

Advances in the design of neural networks have driven

the field of computer vision in the last few years [40,

16, 44]. State-of-the-art artificial vision systems in im-

age recognition [40, 61, 59], object detection [55, 22,

23, 19, 62], depth estimation [18], semantic segmentation

[8, 72, 23, 50, 21, 56], instance segmentation [54, 4] and

many other image processing tasks [64, 45] are built on top

of novel network architectures.

Designing neural networks is challenging and time-

intensive (but see [74]). Additionally, deploying a trained

vision system based on a neural network is computationally

expensive often requiring dedicated, highly parallelized nu-

merical linear algebra implementations [1, 11, 10] on cus-
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tom SIMD hardware architectures [39, 40, 11, 65]. In addi-

tion to these challenges, applications of vision systems span

a wide range of computational budgets–from severe time

or energy budgets [7, 37, 66, 38] to unconstrained domains

[56].

Semantic image segmentation [8, 72, 23, 50, 21, 56] is

one such task that is commonly employed across problems

with vastly different computational demands–from mobile

applications [46, 5, 6] to medical image diagnosis [56].

As larger networks often lead to improved performance

[67, 74], a critical aspect of network design is the ability

to build systems that operate well across a range of compu-

tational budgets–including and especially, extremely small

computational budgets [37, 71].

One may design and train a distinct network architecture

for each computational budget [74], however this approach

is time- and labor-intensive and may require the calibration

of a cascade-based system [2]. Another approach is to build

a fully convolutional network that operates on images of

arbitrary size [8]. This approach leads to state-of-the-art

models, but at the expense of building models that operate

on images downsampled in spatial resolution.

We instead draw inspiration from the image compression

literature, where a single network is often trained and de-

ployed across a large range of computational budgets [64].

A natural way to achieve this goal is through a recurrent

network architecture [26], which may be iterated a number

of times in proportion to a desired accuracy. Although con-

volutional networks are far more common in architectures

for vision problems, recurrent networks have been applied

across tasks such as multiple object recognition [3], fine-

grain image recognition [58], instance segmentation [54],

and image generation [28].

In this work we propose a recurrent network architecture

with an intermediate human-interpretable canvas for seman-

tic image segmentation (Figure 2 and 3). The RNN output

at each iteration is added to this canvas, which is then fed
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Figure 1. Leveraging a recurrent network to efficiently segment videos. Seeding a recurrent network with the segmentation from a previous

frame notably reduces the computational budget required to segment a video. Segmentations from a recurrent network across 180 × 270

and 1080× 608 resolution videos (top row) require about 25% less computational cost than a state-of-the-art feed-forward architecture [9]

(bottom row), while maintaining higher semantic consistency across frames. Both networks are evaluated at a stride of 16 using a single

inference pass.

Figure 2. Recurrent segmentation iteratively improves segmentation predictions across a range of computational budgets. Images from the

PASCAL VOC 2012 [20] validation dataset at 513 × 513 resolution (left column) are segmented with a recurrent network for iterations

one through six (columns two through seven), using single-scale evaluation at stride 16 (see Section 3). Note that most state-of-the-art

segmentation networks use multi-scale inference at significantly higher computational costs. Ground truth segmentations (right column)

are shown for comparison. Floating point operations per second (FLOPS) measures the cumulative computational cost of each RNN

iteration. The cost at the first iteration includes both a feed-forward ResNet feature extractor and a single pass through the RNN layers,

while each subsequent iteration only involves an additional pass through the RNN layers at a marginal cost of less than 7 GFLOPs.

in as input to the next iteration. The network thus updates

past predictions stored in the canvas to iteratively refine the

segmentation. We demonstrate that our RNN formulation

may be applied to video with minimal computational cost

by seeding the canvas with the segmentation from previous

video frames (Figure 1). We further demonstrate that our

network corrects the errors of a segmentation on subsequent

iterations of the recurrent network (Figure 6). We also vi-

sualize the spatial properties of the RNN through time (Fig-

ures 7 and 8).

On static images, we demonstrate the performance of the

network on the PASCAL VOC 2012 [20] and Cityscapes
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Figure 3. Recurrent segmentation iteratively improves Cityscapes segmentation masks [13]. Subsequent iterations add finer spatial details.

High resolution images (1028 × 2048) from the Cityscapes semantic segmentation dataset (left column) are segmented by one or seven

iterations of a recurrent network (columns two and three). By the seventh iteration, the RNN has added finer spatial segmentations (e.g.

pedestrians, bicyclists, and sign posts) to the previous segmentation of large-scale structures. Ground truth segmentation masks (right

column) are provided for comparison.

[13] semantic segmentation datasets. In this domain we find

that the RNN architecture allows for more fine-grained con-

trol over computational cost than changing the output stride

of a convolutional neural network [9], but at similar accu-

racy. One may select the number of iterations in the recur-

rent network, tracing out a curve of segmentation accuracy

versus computational cost (Figure 5).

2. Related Work

Early work on semantic image segmentation learned sin-

gle layer representations built on top of hand-crafted fea-

tures (see [8] for review). The resurgence of neural net-

works enabled learning rich image features for classifying

individual pixels, taking into account context and multi-

scale information [30, 14, 17]. Broadly speaking, many of

these systems use convolutional, feed-forward networks to

extract deep features at multiple levels (and spatial resolu-

tions) in order to densely predict the label [49, 8, 51]. Two

key features of the feed-forward architectures are the use

of skip connections [32] to bring lower level features into

later processing stages [56] and atrous or dilated convo-

lutions [36] to efficiently increase the receptive field size

of activation maps without sacrificing spatial resolution

[57, 8, 52, 24].

Instead of relying on a strictly feed-forward architecture,

our work focuses on the application of a recurrent network

architecture to semantic segmentation. This work draws in-

spiration from early work applying semantic segmentation

to images in small recurrent neural networks [53]. Pin-

heiro and Collobert [53] built convolutional recurrent net-

works and trained the resulting system on small datasets

labeled for pixel-wise segmentation (e.g. Stanford Back-

ground, SIFT Flow). In this work, we scale up these net-

works substantially in depth and overall size. Notably, we

use the idea of a human-interpretable canvas that the net-

work continuously (additively) updates during inference as

previously used in generative models of images [28, 15, 60].

A human-interpretable canvas allows the network to make a

viable prediction at each successive step of the recurrence.

Segmentation systems often use Conditional Random

Fields (CRFs) [42] as a post-processing step that uses image

priors to improve the spatial or temporal consistency of seg-

mentation masks [8, 41]. Zheng et al. 2015 [73] reformu-

lated CRFs as a constrained recurrent neural network (CRF-

RNN) that performs approximate variational inference, and

found that end-to-end learning of a CRF-RNN on top of a

feed-forward convolutional network improved upon previ-

ous state-of-the-art results. Here we do not use any CRF

post-processing, and provide a generalized recurrent archi-

tecture that allows for trading off speed and accuracy.

3. Methods

The goal of our architecture design is to build an end-

to-end fully convolutional recurrent network that may oper-

ate on arbitrarily sized input images, where a feed-forward

network provides features to a recurrent network. The out-

put of the recurrent network iteratively updates a canvas of

semantic segmentation, which is then fed back to the first

recurrent layer at the next time step (Figure 4). We provide

a brief summary of the major features below but save the

details for the Appendix.

We compute image features as the output of a conv4 x

(block4) from a ResNet-V1-101 network [33]. For a 513×

513 image, the image features are of size 65 × 65 across

2048 feature channels (red box in Figure 4). This first por-

tion of the network comprises 42.5M learned parameters

and requires 54.4 gigaFLOPS (GFLOPS) to process a sin-

gle 513×513 image. Although we experimented with train-

ing the convolutional features from scratch, we found that

pre-trained features suffice and permit us to accelerate ex-
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Figure 4. Diagram of recurrent network architecture for image segmentation. The model employs a human-interpretable canvas that is

additively updated in subsequent iterations [28]. High-level image features from a pre-trained, fully convolutional network (e.g. [32,

37]) are extracted and concatenated with an all-zero “canvas” which stores the RNN’s intermediate logits. On each iteration, a stack of

convolutional LSTMs additively updates intermediate logits from the previous iteration by adding their output to the previous iteration’s

logits. The updated logits are then concatenated with the high-level image features and fed to the RNN at the next iteration.

perimentation, hence all experiments presented use ResNet

features pre-trained on the COCO semantic segmentation

dataset [47].

We use LSTM layers [35] for ease of training [12]. In

particular, we use convolutional LSTMs [70] (for definition

see Appendix 5). All of the network weights are shared

across spatial locations within an activation map. We used

a 1× 1 convolutional kernel size, which combines informa-

tion only across activation maps. Preliminary experiments

found that RNNs with larger than 1×1 kernels–either dense

or dilated–underperformed RNNs with 1×1 kernels. In ad-

dition to learning the weights and biases during training, we

also experimented with learning the initial state of the net-

work. While these experiments produced lower error on the

training dataset, they demonstrated poorer generalization;

in the results presented here, we initialize the network state

as zeros.

Previous work with sequence models [68] indicate that

stacking multiple LSTM layers is a powerful method for

capturing dependencies at multiple scales. In preliminary

experiments we found that 3 layers provided a reason-

able trade off between model complexity and computational

cost. Each convolutional LSTM layer maintained the same

spatial resolution while decreasing the output depth from

the number of image feature channels to the number of se-

mantic classes.

The final output of the network are the logits of an ad-

ditive canvas [28]. Each iteration of the recurrent network

provides additive adjustments to the logits for each class at

each pixel location by simply adding the output of the last

RNN layer to the canvas. The logits from each iteration are

concatenated to the ResNet features to provide input on sub-

sequent iterations of the recurrent network (Figure 4). The

prediction of the network at any iteration is generated by

taking the argmax of the bilinearly upsampled canvas.

We used a softmax cross-entropy loss across the labels

for each pixel. The loss was applied to the final canvas after

N iterations, where N is a free parameter discussed below.

In preliminary experiments we determined that weighted

versions of the loss at earlier iterations of the canvas resulted

in similar training performance, but changed the shape of

the speed/accuracy curve. In particular, applying the loss to

iteration three or earlier improved the prediction quality at

earlier iterations, but decreased the quality of the best seg-

mentation and produced a speed-accuracy trade-off curve

that did not monotonically increase. All results shown here

are for networks trained with a single loss applied at itera-

tion six.

We trained the resulting architecture on the PASCAL

VOC 2012 dataset [20] which contains 11,530 images of

variable size, 6,929 of which have segmentation masks

assigning each pixel into one of 20 classes (excluding

the background class). We also trained models on the

Cityscapes semantic segmentation dataset [13], which con-
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Method aero bike bird boat bottle bus car cat chair cow table dog horse mbike person plant sheep sofa train tv mIOU

CRF-RNN [73] 90.4 55.3 88.7 68.4 69.8 88.3 82.4 85.1 32.6 78.5 64.4 79.6 81.9 86.4 81.8 58.6 82.4 53.5 77.4 70.1 74.7

DeepLab [8] 92.6 60.4 91.6 63.4 76.3 95.0 88.4 92.6 32.7 88.5 67.6 89.6 92.1 87.0 87.4 63.3 88.3 60.0 86.8 74.5 79.7

PSPNet [72] 95.8 72.7 95.0 78.9 84.4 94.7 92.0 95.7 43.1 91.0 80.3 91.3 96.3 92.3 90.1 71.5 94.4 66.9 88.8 82.0 85.4

DeepLabv3 [9] 96.4 76.6 92.7 77.8 87.6 96.7 90.2 95.4 47.5 93.4 76.3 91.4 97.2 91.0 92.1 71.3 90.9 68.9 90.8 79.3 85.7

SDN+ [21] 96.9 78.6 96.0 79.6 84.1 97.1 91.9 96.6 48.5 94.3 78.9 93.6 95.5 92.1 91.1 75.0 93.8 64.8 89.0 84.6 86.6

RNNiters=6 91.3 70.1 91.5 63.7 77.2 92.5 90.6 93.6 36.8 88.2 62.2 89.7 92.4 85.8 87.6 67.2 89.8 61.8 84.4 73.8 80.3

Table 1. Comparison of the RNN to state-of-the-art image segmentation systems on PASCAL VOC 2012 validation dataset. Performance

is measured as intersection-over-union (bold indicates state-of-the-art). RNN segmentations are competitive with best feed-forward archi-

tectures. Note the significant variability across segmentation labels (see Results for discussion). All results are with multi-scale evaluation,

and use pre-training on the COCO dataset [47].

sists of 20,000 coarse training images, 3,475 fine validation

images and 1,525 test images.

During training, optimization was performed using

stochastic gradient descent with momentum, where the

learning rate was reduced monotonically with a polynomial

schedule (see Appendix for details).

We test the RNN model and competing architectures

across single-scale and multi-scale evaluation schemes. In

the single-scale scheme, we perform a single inference pass

at a coarse ResNet output stride of 16. This evaluation

scheme is generally steered towards mobile platforms with

limited computational budgets, and we focus on this in Fig-

ure 5. Additionally, we test the model in a less computa-

tionally restricted setting by performing multiple inference

passes per image: resampling the image at six different spa-

tial scales, performing left-right flips, and averaging the log-

its, as described in [9]. The multi-scale setting achieves

the best quantitative performance but at a notable computa-

tional expense (Table 3).

4. Results

We present results measuring the performance of the

RNN architecture on image segmentation tasks, and high-

light experiments indicating how the architecture may be

applied to video segmentation in a computationally efficient

manner. Finally, we examine the errors of the recurrent net-

work to illustrate how the system operates and suggest op-

portunities for improvement.

4.1. Image segmentation with variable computa-
tional budgets

We trained the recurrent architecture on the PASCAL

VOC 2012 dataset [20] to segment images into twenty se-

mantic classes. This dataset is a popular test bed for ad-

vancements in image segmentation [8, 72, 21]. The pro-

posed RNN was unrolled for six iterations and a cross en-

tropy loss was applied to the final canvas state (Figure 4).

The final network is fully convolutional and may operate on

arbitrarily-sized images, however we focus our analysis at

two operation regimes.

Method IOU classes iIOU classes IOU categ. iIOU categ.

FCN [50] 65.3 41.7 85.7 70.1

CRF-RNN [73] 62.5 34.4 82.7 66.0

DeepLab [8] 70.4 42.6 86.4 67.7

PSPNet [72] 78.4 56.7 90.6 78.6

RNNiters=6 72.7 46.0 87.6 73.9

Table 2. Comparison of the RNN to state-of-the-art im-

age segmentation systems on the Cityscapes high-resolution val-

idation dataset. Performance is measured as the pixel-wise

intersection-over-union (IOU) and instance-level intersection-

over-union (iIOU) averaged per category or per class. All mod-

els are trained only on the Cityscapes coarse dataset. The RNN

consistently achieves second best segmentation despite a reduced

computational budget (see Table 3).

First, we analyze the network at a 513×513 spatial reso-

lution in our single-scale evaluation regime. A single infer-

ence pass of one image at a single iteration results in 61.1

GFLOPs of computation (Figure 2 second column, Figure

5 single-scale, Table 3). In contrast, state-of-the-art archi-

tectures for image segmentation, such as [72] and [9], re-

quire 40%-100% more computational cost at the same out-

put stride, indicating that our model is less computationally

demanding (Table 3). Interestingly, because of the struc-

ture of the RNN, the model may produce intermediate pre-

dictions (i.e. by calculating the argmax of the canvas, see

Figure 4). Specifically, at inference time, one may continue

to iterate the RNN, producing an improved segmentation

as the computational budget grows (Figure 2, third - sev-

enth columns). The computational demand roughly grows

linearly with the number of iterations, where each RNN it-

eration is 10x and 5x cheaper than the comparable post-

processing performed in PSPNet [72] and DeeplabV3 [9],

respectively.

We note that fully convolutional networks also have the

ability to exchange accuracy for compute, e.g. by decreas-

ing the image resolution or increasing the output stride of

the feature extraction step [9]. When we compare the speed-

accuracy trade-offs of changing output stride versus running

recurrent segmentation for a variable number of iterations

on a 513 × 513 image, we find that the RNN achieves a
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Figure 5. Trade-off between computational cost and segmentation

accuracy. We plot the computational cost (FLOPS) versus model

accuracy (mIOU) on the PASCAL VOC 2012 validation dataset

for single-scale evaluation (see Methods). Increasing the number

of iterations (“iter”) in the RNN improves model accuracy (blue

curves). Additionally, a state-of-the-art fully convolutional net-

work [9] is evaluated across two output strides (8 and 16). Im-

portantly, recurrent segmentation achieves a finer control over the

speed-accuracy trade-off with a similar best-quality segmentation

as [9]. Both networks use the same pre-trained ResNet-101 feature

extractor.

similar quality segmentation when controlling for compu-

tational cost, but with more fine grained control over the

speed-accuracy trade-off (Figure 5).

We quantified performance on the PASCAL VOC 2012

test dataset in terms of the mean intersection-over-union

(mIOU) between the ground truth labels and network pre-

dictions in Table 1. When run for many iterations, the RNN

performs comparably to state-of-the-art networks [21, 69, 8,

72, 9], but performs notably worse on specific classes that

have high spatial frequency features, such as bicycle and

chair. We discuss reasons for this behavior in Section 4.4

and the Discussion.

We additionally examined how the RNN performs with a

very small computational budget. In this case, we computed

mIOU versus the number of RNN steps (Figure 5). The first

iteration of the RNN leads to a large performance gain and

these gains accrue as one iterates the network. Interestingly,

if one runs the network for more steps than it was originally

trained, the RNN predictions continue to improve (Figure

5, blue curves) as the canvas saturates.

We tested the same network on the Cityscapes [13]

image segmentation dataset (Table 2). The performance

of the network, trained only on the Cityscapes coarse

dataset, was assessed using the mIOU as before – in ad-

dition, we calculated the instance-level intersection-over-

union (iIOU), where the contribution of each pixel to the

metric is weighted by the ratio of the class’ average instance

size to the size of the ground truth instance. The RNN

Method single-scale (GFLOPS) multi-scale (GFLOPS)

Deeplab V3 [9] stride 16 85.6 1,540

stride 8 276 4,870

PSPNet [72] stride 16 122 1,740

stride 8 260 4,090

RNN 1 iters 61.1 1,040

2 iters 67.7 1,160

3 iters 74.4 1,269

4 iters 81.0 1,380

5 iters 87.7 1,500

6 iters 94.3 1,610

Table 3. Computational costs for RNN and state-of-the-art seg-

mentation methods for single-pass and multi-pass evaluation for

513x513 images. Fully convolutional models [72, 9] may be eval-

uated across multiple output strides to reduce computational cost

(but with reduced predictive precision). The RNN may be evalu-

ated with an increasing number of iterations to improve predictive

performance. Note that the RNN requires a consistently smaller

computational budget.

Figure 6. Error correction through RNN dynamics. When the can-

vas is initialized as zeros, the RNN correctly segments a horse

after a single iteration (top row). When the canvas is incorrectly

initialized as a cow, the RNN nonetheless corrects its prediction

after two iterations (bottom row).

provided comparative results with respect to state-of-the-art

methods in spite of the reduced computational budget.

4.2. Observations of error correction with recurrent
networks

Given that an RNN performs identical operations on ev-

ery iteration, it is natural to characterize the computational

properties of this generic operation. We addressed this

question by artificially perturbing the segmentation mask

stored in the RNN canvas and examining how the RNN re-

sponded to these perturbations. When we seed the initial

canvas to the wrong class–segmenting a horse as a cow, for

instance–we find that the RNN is nonetheless able to correct

the semantic segmentation in just two iterations (Figure 6,

bottom row). After a few more iterations, the segmenta-

tion mask from the perturbed RNN is of similar quality to

the RNN initialized with a canvas of all zeros, highlighting

the robustness of the method to an incorrect or poor initial

segmentation (Figure 6, top row).

The RNN’s ability to iteratively improve partial segmen-
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tations (Figure 2) and correct segmentation errors (Figure

6) suggests a natural extension to segmenting video. In this

setting, consecutive frames are highly correlated and seg-

mentations from previous frames provide a good starting

point for subsequent frames.

4.3. Leveraging recurrent networks for efficient
video segmentation

Temporal correlations between video frames have been

exploited in video compression [43] and the propagation

of weak labels across video frames [63, 31]. In the latter

case, optical flow and motion tracking algorithms may learn

signals for propagating label information across frames

[48]. In the case of semantic video segmentation, we ask

whether the structure of the RNN provides a computation-

ally efficient method for label propagation across subse-

quent frames of a video.

Section 4.1 indicates that subsequent iterations of the

RNN refine previous segmentations. A natural question is

if the RNN may improve the segmentation provided from

a previous frame with only a few iterations, thereby sav-

ing significant computational resources. Figure 1 provides

an example pipeline for segmenting recorded video from

public domain videos and a mobile device recording, re-

spectively. The first video frame is segmented with the

RNN as described above. In subsequent video frames, we

seed the RNN canvas with the segmentation from a pre-

vious video frame and merely run the RNN for two itera-

tions. The resulting segmentation looks comparable to hav-

ing run the RNN for many iterations, although the compu-

tational demand is significantly reduced. In Figure 1 we

demonstrate that this video segmentation technique is qual-

itatively comparable to [8] across an array of public do-

main videos in which ground truth is unknown, at just over

half the cost (15.4 GFLOPS/frame for RNNiter=2 vs. 25.7

GFLOPS/frame for DeepLab V3 [9], on a 180×270 video).

4.4. Diagnosing failures of the recurrent network

We found that despite achieving near state-of-the-art in

several categories of the PASCAL VOC 2012 dataset (Table

1), the performance on several classes–in particular, classes

with high spatial frequency features–was poor. To investi-

gate the capacity of the recurrent neural network to learn

fine-grained features, we initialized the RNN canvas to the

ground truth label of a bicycle with the frame, rims, and

wheel spokes all individually segmented (Figure 7, bottom

row). When the RNN is allowed to successively iterate on

the already correct canvas, the RNN nonetheless progres-

sively fills in the empty areas of the segmentation mask with

each iteration, covering a convex hull of the object. The

final segmentation mask closely resembles the low spatial

frequency mask discovered when the RNN evolves from

a blank canvas (Figure 7, top row). We found that even

Figure 7. Visualizing RNN dynamics after initializing the can-

vas with zeros (top row) the ground-truth label (bottom row).

Even when the canvas is initialized to the higher spatial frequency

ground truth labels, the network fills in pixels in the object’s in-

terior. Since the PASCAL VOC dataset segments individual bike

spokes and wheels, this represents a failure mode of the RNN.

for classes with higher spatial frequencies, the RNN pre-

dictions had a spatial frequency distribution that matched

the average spatial power spectral density across all classes

(Supplemental Figure 8).

5. Discussion

We propose a recurrent neural network architecture for

semantic segmentation that enables variable quality seg-

mentation across computational budgets. This yields a nat-

ural framework for segmenting videos, resulting in a high

quality segmentation of video frames at a fraction of the

computational cost previously feasible.

When applied to images, the RNN model can finely

trade-off between accuracy and computational demand. We

note however that RNN dynamics tend to fill in the interior

of objects with a single semantic label. To address this, it

would be possible to target the fine-grained features in these

difficult images by bootstrapping [9] or by explicitly modi-

fying the loss function to penalize object boundaries [4].

Due to memory constraints during training, the RNN

processes a relatively coarse spatial resolution due to the

output stride applied to the image features. While it is re-

markable that the RNN achieves good performance with

such coarse-grained features, we anticipate gains in GPU

hardware memory will permit increased spatial resolution

in convolutional RNN architectures and thus allow for more

capacity in the network. In the interim, switching from

an LSTM to other RNN architectures with fewer parame-

ters may alleviate some of these memory limitations dur-

ing training [26]. Preliminary experiments also indicate

that pre-training on larger internal datasets [34] dispropor-

tionately improves the performance of the RNN compared

to baseline models, resulting in RNNs that achieve state-

of-the-art performance on some categories in Pascal VOC.

These results suggest that the RNN architecture has a large

capacity and may scale to larger problems. Another di-
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rection may be to relax the strict requirement that every

iteration of the RNN must perform an identical computa-

tion. One method for approaching this is to build a hyper-

network [29] whereby a second network predicts the net-

work weights for each iteration. Another approach is to in-

stead build an RNN architecture that adaptively updates the

number of iterations [27], perhaps on a per-pixel level, in

order to achieve a given accuracy level.

The intersection of computational constraints, predictive

power, and memory limitations necessitate a diversity of ar-

chitectural approaches for image and video segmentation.

Here we provide one such method, a recurrent architecture

that trades off speed and accuracy for semantic segmenta-

tion. Developing novel architectures for computer vision

problems remains fertile ground for future research.
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